Campervan

When love of detail and sense
of style meet Italian passion,
it’s Etrusco. With our flair for
trends, we create style worlds
with harmonious natural tones,
smart details and functionality
for a real holiday atmosphere.
Thanks to clever processes
and a focus on the essentials,
we bring quality, modern
style, and fair prices down to
a common denominator. Be
there when life writes the most
beautiful stories.
To savour the big and small
pleasures of life to the
fullest. Being spontaneous,
enjoying every moment, and
experiencing the unique
feeling of lightness.
That is travelling with Etrusco.
Made for moments that last.

Travel to
your
Gusto.

Standard Highlight

CV-MODEL
Dynamic. Affordable. A real allrounder. The Etrusco campervan:
A friend on four wheels to
discover cool spots. Simply
decide at breakfast: roll casually
over the next few days or follow
the open road. Enjoy your road
trip whatever you choose.

Clear. Modern. A statement in itself

Stylish. Dynamic. Flexible.

THE NEW CAMPERVAN.

THE ETRUSCO CAMPERVAN.

Powerful and yet discreet.

From outside: Artful look with personality.

An eye-catcher on the street.

From inside: Fine details and space to feel at

Cool design and self-confident

home. Stylish on the road: Italian design

style. Form and function cleverly

with clean shapes. The flexible companion

combined. The compact home

for relaxed and enjoyable travel.

Fly screen on door and window

ISOFIX as standard

Soft-close systems
in cupboards and drawers

Energy-efficient LED lighting

on the road.
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FORD | Highlights

CV 600 DF

Attractive upgrade-options

New, striking design

Clever: New storage
concept

Flexible and efficient
interior concept
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CV 600 DF
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Turn around.
The driver and passenger seats can be rotated 180
degrees; the table is ready, and you can relax.
At the same time, you can enjoy the homely
atmosphere and the cool design.
Stop and pause for a moment.

CV 600 DF
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CV 600 DB

Cool interior and modern
colours: brilliant white and rich
natural tones make you feel
welcome and relaxed. Whether
on top of the mountain, down
by the ocean or when chasing
sunsets. The highlights of this
brilliant space miracle are
impressive.

psssssst:
all-rounder.
CV 600 DB
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Finding
the perfect
moment.

CV 600 DF

Eat
fresh.
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Enjoy together. Whenever and
wherever. Toast to life under a
starry sky and relax with a drink.
The Etrusco campervan makes
it possible and goes one step
further with a clear view of the
outside...
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DISCOVER MORE

CV 600 DF

CV 600 DF
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CAMPERVAN | Layouts
CV 640 SB

CV 600 DF 4X4 °

FIAT

FORD

205 cm

270 cm

598 cm

206 cm

279 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

T•HIG

CV 600 BB

CV 600 DF °

FIAT

T•HI G

H LIGH

HLIGH

636 cm

FORD

599 cm

205 cm

270 cm

598 cm

206 cm

279 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

CV 600 DB

T•HI G

T•HIG

FIAT

599 cm

205 cm

270 cm

Length

Width

Height

H LIGH

HLIGH

CAMPERVAN | Upholstery
Standard FORD

Standard FIAT

° CURRENTLY
NOT AVAILABLE IN
UNITED KINGDOM,
IRELAND,
AND JAPAN
Aosta

Wood decor

Sicilia

Wood decor

Option TYPE X

CV 540 DB
FIAT

541 cm

205 cm

270 cm

Length

Width

Height

Emilia
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Magnolia

DISCOVER MORE
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For
moments,
that last.

Discover Etrusco
Orignial Parts & Accessories!
From practical accessories to
exciting lifestyle products we have the right articles
for your motorhome.

Original
Accessories
for every
series!
Secure lockable service
compartment in the floor

Modern
upgrade options

CREDITS |

CONCEPT | DESIGN | INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY |

Lorenzo Mennonna Studio

Subject to technical changes and changes in the design of the vehicles. All illustrations in the Etrusco catalogue may in part show alternative designs or special
equipment for which additional costs will be incurred.
The photos may also show furnishings (e.g. plates,
glasses, etc.) which are not included in the sales price
and are not distributed by Etrusco. Some of the vehicle images in this catalogue are of prototypes and not
yet of final production vehicles. Despite careful control
of the contents, this catalogue may contain printing
errors. Colour deviations are possible for printing reasons. Your dealer will be happy to inform you of any
changes made to the products after the catalogue was

printed. Prices valid until next advertised prices. The
technical data given in this publication correspond in
weight and dimensions as well as in the options and
design to the level of knowledge and production at the
time of printing (September 2022). Etrusco reserve the
right at any time to make modifications or improvements to the product. Therefore, we recommend that
during the information process and before completing
the contract you consult our website, use our configurator and/or contact our brand authorized dealer on
possible modifications in comparison to the present
publication. Do you have any specific questions? You
can ask your dealer or us for all the details.

Practical upgrades

Etrusco GmbH
Tel +49 7561 9097-450 | info@etrusco.com

www.etrusco-original-zubehör.de/en

DISCOVER MORE

www.etrusco.com

@etrusco_official
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